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Dr Rosemary C. Wilkinson - A World Poet

'A jnoving and powerful voice In World Poetry Movement,

Rosemarys verses are among the finest in all contemporary

poetry. She is loved and honoured In six continents as one of

the great humanistic voices of our time, Her expressions are

characterized by surprises with an enormous synthetic force.

Words, issue forth from an interior forge and hammered in the

flames of her creativity, they blaze a richness and variety, rarely

witnessed in American poetry, They possess enormous lyric

force, portraying variegated emotions of her life, They possess

immense profundity and rare vision,

Dr Krishna SHniuas.
President, World Poetry Society, Madras 42 India

Rosemary C, Wilkinson has emerged as one of the worlds

few great women poets, in the firmament of contemporary workJ

poetry. She is a rare genius with a striking difference. She is

an extreme indiidualist, with a quick mind and an fine sense of

humour, She is a committed poet with a missionary /eai. A
great observer and interpreter of life around her To R* 'ternary.

poetry is a search after the ultimate Real a rnagte note, a

philosophic interrogation, an incantation, a celebration, an ecpf&
One can easily observe the fine Wending of classicism and

Romanticism in her poetry. She Is a classicist as far at her

technical restraint, phibsoj^toJ, moral and theological concepts
are concerned. She is a Romanticist, as far as her humanitarian

tendencies, mystic exhilerattons, description of nature, expression
of Fantancy and whimsicalities are

Rosemary has all the refined poetic sensiblluieft of Emily
Dickinson, in her sympathetic portrayal of nature, in her bold

imagery qnd in her concern for Ideas. Like Pope, sh* fusel i

variety of experience into flawless poetry Uke Robert Frost,

Rosemary Ss cryptic, brtef, brooding, simple and prophetic In htr

poetry. Uke Emerson, Rosemary feels that poet must ordtr
his experience* to dlstUled unity, Uke T, , Btot, Rosemary
expresses her anguish and concern for the regenerating Values
In our time. Uke Hopkins, Rosemaiy dtocvet* flit refkcrtoo of
the beauty of God in the beauty of naturc, And lit



Rosemary sees a world in a grain of sand, an eternity in an hour.

'As if a meaningful poem, which talks about fascinating

philosophy of life:

Work as if it were the last day

Sing with a heart full of joy

Play with a heart full of zest

Live with a mind filled with peace,

Then you are a partaker of the holy.

Rosemary is a master artist as her Haiku's are concerned.

They are short, sweet and replete with meaning. These short

poems are excellent maxims with philosophic undertones:

We Yearn

to return

whence we came.

A through analysis of her poetry reveals that Rosemary is

a poet of many excellences. She writes magical am! vibrating
verses. There is verbal beauty and imagistic delicacy in her lyrics,

Her lyrics abound in mystical melody, which resounds lite en-

chanting mantras. Rosemary is a multifaceted genius, who is

highly philosophic, spontaneous, alusive, humanistic and univer-

sal. Her flair for language is splendid. Her expression is simple
and dignified but poignant enough to convery a complex spiritual
idea.

Prof. SYED AMEERUDDIN
Director General

International Poets Academy
MADRAS -

14, INDIA,



Optimistic Poetic Vision

I knew Rosemary Wilkinson recently through Dr. Bapu Reddy.

When I read her poems I felt as if I knew her since ages. It is

a matter of sheer coincidence that some of her poems echo my
own sentiments, fears and apphrehensions,

Rosemary Wilkinson is a poet with convictions. She draws her

strength from her religious faith. Her faith in sincere prayers

makes her tone optimistic. In these poems - Sacred in Nature
- She prays for her fellow men and their well being and the

prayers cross the boundaries of her country. For her, writing

poetry is not an avocation but a vocation, as serious a vocation

as it was for Milton. Som& of her poems have a variety of hues

and shares of puratanism. In her poem "Mission of Poets" she

upholds the responsibility of poets to the nation. She says :

Poets are the souls of nations

Who reveal national conscience

with stark - naked truth

their only weapon.

She laments at the attitude of her fellow men who get great

pleasure in inflicting pain on others. She reminds them that we

owe a responsibility to the future generation. We have no right

to ravish the holy nature and shed the tyaxl all over the world

through wars. The adverse effect of science and technology in

playing havoc on the holy nature.

Rosemary Wilkinson records her experience and obstacles as a

poet in the poem 'Being' Because of her honesty, because of

anguish to expose the truth, she had to encounter "devious

venom uncouth' She discards them as 'Creatures' who will meet

out their punishment at the hands of God, She condemns the

commercialisation of 'religious churches' which are making
business out of religion. As a consequence, the society is

experiencing a spiritual death.

It is not that her poems highlight only the problems. She has

solutions to offer.



Walk as if protected by angels

Talk as if God hears every word

Listen as if life depends on it

Obey as if opportunity comes but once

Care as if no one else could

Heed as if the smallest voice spoke

Speak as if the melody cast the sound

Work as if it were the last day

Sing with a heart full of joy

Play with a heart full of zest

Live with a mind filled with peace,
Then you are a partaker of the holy.

Rosemary Wilkinsons poems are simple and simplicity is the

strength. The message is simple, direct hence effective. She
deliberately avoids the poetic ornamentations like metaphors and
images. Her colloquial diction brings her close to the readers.

When my friend Dr. Bapu Reddy expressed his desire to
translate Rosemary's poems into Telugu, I really got involved in

the process. I read through the translations every stage, I shared
his enthusiasm as well as the anguish. Sometimes, 1 know, we
debated for days to agree on" a phrase. The final product is

bound to be good as he carved them as a careful craftsman till

he achieved the desired threshold levels in aesthetic beauty.
Bapu Reddy could do it because he is a poet himself. He made
sure that the sheen is not brighter than the original.

I am sure these translations of Rosemary Wilkinson's poems
Sacred in Nature - will be received warmly by discerning Teluqu
readers.

. Qfuugavi <S.



TRANSLATION - A CREATIVE EXPERIENCE

I am extremely happy to translate Dr. Rosemary Wilkinson's

inspiring Anthology of poems "Sacred in Naure" into Telugu, a

language spoken by eighty million Telugu people in India.

Telugu is also the mother tongue of millions of Indians living all

over the world noteably in such diverse countries as USA,

Malaysia, Mauritius, South Africa, U.K. As a member of the

World' Academy of Arts and Culture, I had the privilege of

attending several meetings pf the World Congress of Poets and

taste the feast of subtle humanistic .and scintillating spiritualistic

poetry of Dr. Rosemary C. Wilkinson, the Director General of

the Academy. Fascinated by the lucidity of her expression as well

as the profoundity of throught, I had been thinking of translating

some of her poems into Telugu, my mother tongue, for the

benefit of the Telugu people who are known for their high poetic

sensibility and literary creativity. My dream was fulfilled when she

permitted me to translate one of her creative works "Sacred In

Nature" and get it released at the XIV World Congress of poets

19-23 August, 1993 at Monterrey, Mexico. Hence this book

Trakrutilo Pavithratha". Contractory to the general bdtef, trans*

lating Rosemery has been creaitve experience for me, I hope my
effort will further enrich Telugu Poetry in particular and Indian

poetry in general.

I am grateful to Dr. Bhargavi P. Rao, a distinguished scholar in

English literature with a brilliant record as a translator, for the

willing assistance she extended to me in completing this task, I

would like to thank profusely Prof, G,V, Subramanyam, a noted

writer and critic for adorning the book with his &chdariy intrtxiuc

Hon. I am particularly grateful to the organisers of the Congress,

especially Dr. Alfredo Gracia Vicente, President, Dr. Sonya
Garza Rapport, Hony, President and Dr. Bertha AUcea Owtu,
Coordinator, XIV WCP for the invitation extended to me to

participate in the Congress. 1 would also like to place on record

my appreciation for the encouragement given to me by Dr,

Krishna Srinivas, Dr. A. Padmanaban, Prxrf, Sycrf ArntewddJn

and Dr. Justice S. Mohan the Indian protagomlsts of "Poetry for

Peace", in my literary adventures, t am beholden to Jayarn

Publications, particularly to Mr. J. Mawthi. Mr, Balaji Jankay for

publishing this book and to Vipla Computer Services especially

Mr. M. Vijayasena Roddy for printing the book at a short notice.

3. (Bapul&tey
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The Heavens Parted

Sending Fourth

Saintly men

and to complement

their lives

the heavens

united them

with creative

Poet Wives
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Look around the temple to see

The sick selfish with greed/
And malice abounding among the young

-

Mesmerized on drugs of "leave me alone"

What has happened to disciples,

And virtue, prophets of old?

Do they exist only on paper?
Where are the poets of truth

Not the kooks that Plato threw out?

A poet has a special calling

By God to come forth

Proclaim to the world ...

Holy? Who wants to be holy?

Bring on the homos, lesbians,

Abortions, atrocities between nations !

All this mire we are comfortable in ...

One or two super powers
Talking to each other like the rich

Using media for top-most power,
Oil men, and labour

Outdoing them all.

Let us have a halt soon
When the bubble bursts

To start over, build a new,
Erase the past, we can make it so!
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But how can that come about?

With men hating all nations.

Save their own. Men hating,

Women coming forward to break

The patterns of wars of old.

Henry VIII only knew a boy
Had to rule with a crown :

Fate not complying to

His command. It is hard

To let go of one's will

To seek a new path
With

a^l
nations holding hands.

But : we can make it so.

Who shall come forward then to say,
"I shall make the world re-born'?

Forge machinery to free all men
For the pursuit of poet, painter, musician.
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Round up the 175 nations

On the earth into re-birth :

World food distribution, fresh fish waters for all

Energy humming, pollution stifled.

Each culture sharing with another

Having stamped out wars and blood-

We have so much to learn from each other !

At this point in nuclear evolution -

Yfemust make it so*

Is it a dream to think can

Change the whole system when
All the statesmen are lawyers
Who with the doubletalk choke
Us with waste and lies and
Think only of themselves !

Whereas when they took office

They were to serve with new ways,
Use their minds to create a new state,

One of many who serve each other.

Mother Earth is one. How she is

Served best, is the goal we run !

We make it so.
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If all our energy to do wrong
Is set to reap benefit for all;

Pool our knowledge
- all go to the moon !

Think of what a world that would be

For future generations we owe responsibility !

Think of all the wealth, education,

Natural resources, precious waters

To safeguard, build a pure temple
Clean up this earth - each pulling

His/her own weight !

Tomorrow we can change it all -*

We have it within our power
-

For : every day, we make it so !
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GOD'S LOVE

God's love is manifested

through God
f

s poets.

Loving God is knowing God,

and all that we need

to know while on this earth

WHAT ELSE?

What else is my life

is there, Lord,
but to give you glory ?

The glory is God's.

He made me what I am.

11
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FIRST FRUITS

5A.M

My first thoughts on awaking
are of you

My first lips parting are in

praise of you
My first hearing is the glory

that I share

With the thousands who

give you honour*
I ask for the wisdom

of your ages
For the humility that you

bestow on power;
To walk on your earth

with reverence
' To lift your vei.l with

the parting sun
To love you as you love

the earth you created.

13
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AS IF

Walk as if protected by angels

Talk as if God hears every word

Listen as if life depends on it

Obey as if opportunity comes but once

Care as if no one else could

Heed as if the smallest voice spoke

Speak as if melody cast the sound
Work as if it were the last day

Sing with a heart full of joy

Play with a heart full of zest

Live with a mind filled with peace,
Then you are a partaker of holy,

15
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LET THE TEARS FALL
(if animals could they would)

When the tears come
take your pen

-

write it out

now and then.

Behold your heart

.on living paper
-

do not seal it

with a stapler.

Allow it to flow,

and calm within

will soon arise -

peace begin.

17
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TREES

What do I see in old tall trees ?

The credulity of old laws ?

What do I see in their symmetry ?

- 1 see calm, quiet, peace within
- 1 see green
- 1 see hard, strong bark, pride theirin.

THESE ARE DAYS

These are days in which
it is hard to get born.

EVOLUTIONARY : [ON

Earth was created perfect
-

we are born to reflect that perfection.

19
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GIRLS ARE SAYING

Girls are saying

Respect my body
So no pain or sorrow

Will come tomorrow.

PRAISE GOD

When you awake in the morn
do you say: Lord God of hosts -

Holy, holy, holy
all earth is filled with your glory ?

The heavens sing in praise
-

join with them

Cherubim, Seraphim, and all the thousands
who sing without ceasing,

Always, day
-

night : holy, holy, holy,

21
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WHENEVER I MEET

Whenever I meet an angel
I know it somehow,

It is the calm demeanour

And the open heart.

Whenever I notice an angel
I sense it from afar,

It is the rapture I feel

And the fleeting happiness ,.,

23
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IN THE SOLITUDE

In the solitude of old trees,

wet green ivy
blows in the slight breeze/

and the moving wind
brushes your face

with cooling fog
neath high eucalyptus,
scrub oak, white pine,

-

here where no one walks

and the ground remains holy.

25
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NATAL DAY

See rain, see it fall

cars splashing
-

Chinese magnolia blossoms

Sturdy to rain and wind -

Feel the crocus peeking through
know that it is spring

Still a cool in the air

logs burning for warmth
Winter still loaming

in one final fling
Know that soon summer

will follow all of this

but first bursts Feb. 21st

day of first breath

Too young for summer,
too old for winter

Blessed moment of birth.

27
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SOUL ECHO

I am here in the madrone
and manzanita

At the 3000 ft. elevation

with tall pines

Cedars, oaks/ dogwood who sway
with thrust of wind,

Some askew and quite imperfect
like nature and men,

I am at home here apart
and part of the still -

My soul echoes its peace
and I am one with all of this.
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GOD'S BLESSING
(a step beyond Keats)

We ask for God's blessing.

We ask for each of our children.

It is all that we need to do,

All that we need to survive.

For if each of us merits God's blessing
We cannot ask for more -

for then we shall have everything.

WHAT ELSE BUT RETURN

We yearn
to return

whence we came,

31
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I DO FOR YOU

1 do for you
to show my love

which is my giving.

Your giving is

sharing your love

by your doing.

WE DON'T NEED
YOUR SEXUAL RESUME

We don't need your sexual resume
It is separated from our agenda of the day

We tried merging it
witiji

other categories
Or placing it among your accomplished glories

But it defied the confinement thereof

Which we thought belonged only to your beloved

$o forgive us on this score you see
It isn't that we discount

extra-curricularly

We haven't the software to contain this bit

Perhaps you can find another who demands it.

33
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THE LONE FIGURE

Carved into the wood
The body sags forward

Pressure to the knees

Is exceedingly great

What great suffering
Caused all this ?

What great remedy
To right it all

35
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BEHOLD THIS MAN OF 33 YEARS

Holding this book I feel my pulse
beat through these pages

describing the scene.

Welts of skin rise exuding blood

from flesh torn and bruised

all over this body.
*

The pain I feel within my heart

is heavy while tears fall

in unison profuse.

It is well that I can cry
to share in this pain
I cannot bear, in beholding this Man.

37
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FOLLOWER

Learn to be a follower

in order to be

placed higher

In God's evolution.

MORE THINGS

More things are wrought by God

than we can comprehend.

Truly what is called for above

is done upon the earth below.

SAVE ME YOUR BEST

Save me your best wine, Lord/

to be with me in days of old.

39
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I THINK

I think he takes great pleasure

inflicting pain on others.

THE EARTH

The earth is holy,

you are holy,

create the holy.

41
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LET THE EARTH SING

Let the earth sing

a thousand praises

Let the earth raise

a thousand songs

to the Lord.

Let all the flowers blossom

a thousand colours strong

Let all the birds and butterflies

join in glorious praise

For the Lord God is One.

For the Lord God is ours forever more.

43
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MODERN TECHNOLOGY

In his wildest

imagination
A fanner one hundred

years ago
Would not have

dreamed
Of his baby being
born

In the air-in a

helicopter
From an isolated farm

Miles away from

everywhere.
The far-away becomes
the near-by

Linking humanity
in needed miracles.

PETITION
*

You can smell the rain

in the air

as clouds gather overhead

Why does it not come?
what keeps it away?

We cry from the earth

to heaven

our heads bow low in prayer.

45
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IRON WORKERS OF AMERICA

Dizzying heights
not to these men.

Erecting sky-piercing buildings
are these men.

Brave, copurageous, steady
as the steel they join.

Incredible, say I

just another floor, say they.

Men, you are poetry in action,

write poems each day
in your heart, as you climb,

as you connect the steel

for all of us :
-

America cares about you !

47
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LONG LINES AT DMV

(Department Motor Vehicles)

For the driver, it is there

In the waiting say a prayer
For the data and computer
And the consequence of care :

We are the paper generation !

THE PRIVILEGE

Dear Lord, I cannot believe

the privilege you gave me

to breathe on planet Earth.

49
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GOLDEN JUBILEE

We give thanks and celebrate life

Sharing and caring such drama;

Each day precious in our eyes,

Each day supported by the other.

During the time fleeting by
We search out the treasured moments

For nothing can be acquired on earth

Unless bestowed by heaven.

Now we raise our cup of thanks

. To give honour, glory, praise

To the Lord, our God,

For bringing us together.

PARTURITION

The heavens parted

sending forth

saintly men,

and to complement
their lives

the heavens

United them

with creative,

poet wives.

51
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BEING

Being a poet, a seeker of the truth,

I encounter devious venom uncouth,

I wondered long about this, sought reason true,

Learned that demons have limited power too*

They are creatures roaming, enjoying free wilt

In time their punishment to come will fulfill.

They sinned openly with perfect knowledge then

Unlike the circumstances given to men.

They cannot attack God and his others such,.

Their ill will is exercised only on us.

To keep us from knowing God, you inquire? Yes,

Through fraud, deception, all avenues sans bliss.

Tertullian said 'The bad things are their doing,
Never the good"

- to enlighten our being.

When recognizing presence of a demon

Whisper the name of Jesus and truly know
Power of the demon is bound, anew.

53
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LITTLE GIRL

Little girl with upstretched arms

me to pick you up
-

so tiny, such a child -

How trusting, you of me, a stranger,

1 am glowing all within to think

;
There exists such a child as this

; Seeking love and trust of others

Uninhibited of such danger,

What world have we created for you

Barring outright love and trust?

i I approve of yor offer with my lips
'

Just to assure your noticing mother.

But in my heart I want to scoop you up
And thrill to respond to your gesture

I, stranger to you, want to hold you tight,

Reward you, o precious babe, like no other.

55
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BECOME A LIVING TEMPLE

Feel the joy enrapturing

depths of your inner self

rising as do the mountains

filled with green trees

and pure white sow,

non-tainted

with the un-holy.

Glory in all this

happiness, ever new
ever fresh, always there

Glory in it.

RETURN

We return to God,

after this passage,

from whom we came,

57
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OUR MEMORY

Our memory contains only this :

The good that we sow

Comes back in goodness to us*

The ill that we sow

Comes back ill to us.

THIS IS THE CHAIR

This is the chair

Mom sat in to crotchet.

She made everything,

even bouquets.

PROOF

Proof of the perfection

of God

is found in

every flower,

59
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LONG LONG AGO

Has it been so long ago

That we threw to the winds

Our minds mindful of God ?

How can we recall it all ;

Our obedience to authority

Our respect for age and tradition ?

We cannot suffer the high price

Of losing the foregoing thereof-

Even if our tears flood the lands,

No more rainbows behold ?

SPIRITUALITY

Spirituality is dying
because churches are making
a business of religion,
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AND THEN IF

And then if all the multimillionaires

give jobs to the poor

Poverty will disappear
-

evermore,

WHEN PEOPLE HURT

; When people hurt

J they exude hurt

When people are in peace and love

they exude such.

63
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COMMISSION IN DIALOGUE

The Lord desires you to give blessings

"Praise and bless the Lord?" I ask.

Yes, for this you were born.

IN CALIFORNIA

There are miles and miles of farms

So many and many a stomach warms,
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TWICE NOW

Twice now in the morning dawn

I have beheld a new light calm

The presence of someone consoling me

Lifting me above all reality

I was truly somewhere eke, lo

And some place that I want to go
I felt the presence of beauty there

Likes of which I surely dare

Not describe, nor tell of such happiness
which filled my soul in new joy and bliss

Will this come again to me
A part of many happenings to come
From the Lord, I ask,

Part of
eternity in mask ?
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ON BEING HUMAN

Rains slant in faces

Snow covers houses

Sands bake in the sun

Waters crest in waves

Man serves as human

Sorrow is his

Happiness is his

His glory is human

To breathe is human

To be rich/poor is human

To love is to be human

To be fulfilled is human
To create is to be human

What else matters -

But being human 't
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THt BOWL!

Who of us comprise this bond

this bond of eternal love ?

Have we met before/ loved before,

through ages long hallowed ago ?

This bond is unlike the material glue
but joins us closely

Apart from the crowd, into,

into a community of God,

Is pure love sent from above
to those chosen from among the stars?

For those close to God
is pure love above the law?
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AND YOU APPEARED

And you appeared to me
in mind-morning
And in the deep of night

and I knew you then

As I never knew you before

In the evening, the night of pain,
I tried to understand more
But in the morn it came to be

as I left intellect below

That it was real love you wanted of me.
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HOW CAN I REST IN THEE,
MY LORD?

How can I rest in thee, my Lord ?

How can I rest in thee?

Where can I go, my Lord?

Where can I see thee?

Where shall I be, my Lord?

Where do you want me to be?

Who are the others, my Lord?

And what do they want to me?

I want to know your will, Lord,
I want only to see -

I give you my life, Lord,
With my love, I serve without fee.

Make my life yours, Lord,

Make my life yours.
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HOW IS THIS

How is this melancholy

enthralling me -

Ecstatic rapture

so heavenly
-

Tears shed from such memories

so forlorn can I see -

Which lifts me apart,

tests me anew -

Guides me again

and cleanses me too -

I want to know the reason why
When the rain falls, I want to cry,
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POETRY IS

Poetry is the ground whereby
nations become sisters and brothers,

It is the partaking of the

holy concerning only words,

Next comes art which stimulates

the soul, if it is art,

like the sages painted of old.

Then comes music to lift

us aloft into spiritual union

reaching deep into our heart,

True poetry is God's gift to

mankind to absorb his glory.
It is the best of wines
he serves if called to the holy,
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A NATION

A nation is a

holy thing
-

Always mindful

of doing right
-

First to educate

all her children

And to see to

their health

With no one

to need for food.

Yes, a nation is a

holy thing !

THE ANGELS

The angels light

the lamps of God
at night.

And they give
us hope, faith, love

as we live.

For adoration is what we need

to stave off demons

roaming the night in deed.
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WOMEN

Women cannot say :

I want not your inspiration, Lord.

Women cannot refrain from ;

I want to give you glory, Lord,

Women cannot refuse :

The sixth sense given them by God,

Women cannot restrian :

The poetry of reverence in their heart.

Women cannot deny :

The magnificence of all the earth,

Women cannot live this magnificence ;

Without respect for man.

Women cannot love :

Without respect from man,

God made woman, yes, God made woman
The complement of man.
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WHAT GOD WANTS

When God places me in bed

to rest and recover -

It is to remind me

of an energy in need to restore.

It is a sign of my hurrying past

what is important

And caring too much

for all distraction.

This is a time replenishing my soul

by reading a book or two -

Reminding me of a path I deviate from

and gently calling me back

to what is really due.

MISSION OF POETS

Poets are the souls of nations

who reveal national conscience

with stark-naked, truth

their only weapon.




